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Cloud Trading Technologies offers Real Time Risk Solution on Microsoft Cloud

Cloud FX Risk addresses real-time risk management requirement with Windows Azure

Cloud FX Risk is a centralised platform providing real-time risk management of client portfolios 
and control of the financial institutions exposure over multiple asset classes and complex risk 
scenarios.   A proven solution, Cloud Trading Technologies have now extended their Cloud FX 
product suite to deliver real time risk management on the Azure cloud platform, ensuring a cost-
effective, fast and scalable implementation.

“Real-time risk management will in future become mandatory rather than optional and must be 
instantly reactive to market events.  Using their extensive mathematical libraries and calculation 
suites, Cloud FX Risk does this in real-time over multiple asset class portfolios, addressing the 
increased regulation that financial institutions face.” Howard Tolman, Cloud Trading Technology’s 
Managing Director commented. 

"We chose Windows Azure technology to deliver Cloud FX Risk for its outstanding performance, 
scalability and resilience.   The high volume, fast moving Treasury market place has historically 
meant that institutions had to implement large computer infrastructures to cope with peak activity, 
Cloud FX takes that worry away from a bank.

Cloud Trading Technologies’ new offering meets the global banking industry’s need for a highly 
scalable, reliable risk management solution which is of particular importance in the current 
regulatory environment,” said Joseph Pagano, managing director, Banking and Capital Markets, 
Worldwide Financial Services, Microsoft  Corp.“Cloud FX provides an excellent example of how 
we collaborate with technology innovation leaders in the banking industry so our customers gain 
the benefits of cloud services on their own by  leveraging and extending their existing investments 
and data centers. By transitioning to cloud computing, our industry customers can reduce costs, 
enhance and differentiate their existing solution investments with cloud-based improvements, and 
build transformative next-generation applications that create new business value.”
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For more information contact:

Debbie Fuller at Cloud Trading Technologies
Tel: 020 3206 1465
Email: debbie.fuller@cloudtradingtechnologies.com
http://www.cloudtradingtechnologies.com

About Cloud Trading Technologies:
Cloud Trading Technologies provide best of breed online trading solutions using state of the art 
Cloud Technology. The Cloud FX Suite of applications are native to the Microsoft's Azure cloud 
technology. This state of the art delivery  mechanism provides real benefits for market based users. 
It is resilient, totally scalable, reacts instantaneously  to the volatilities inherent in a fast moving 
dynamic market place and allows users to pay only  for the processing power they  need.  
Applications available include Cloud FX Trade for Electronic Online Trading, covering all client 
types and characteristics from banks to retail players, Cloud FX Risk for Prime Brokerage, Margin 
and Risk Management covering multiple asset classes and complex risk scenarios, along with Cloud 
FX Back Office which provides the relevant back office functionality.  We believe that the power of 
the cloud is the way forward for electronic market players.
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